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Prisoner of azkaban trivia
Question 1 of 20 Where does Weasley go on holiday during the summer holidays? Egypt Albania Morocco Peru Issue 2 of 20 How many galleons does Mr. Weasley win to get their vacation? question 3 out of 20 What is the name of Aunt Marge's dog who accompanies her during her visit? Question 4 out of 20 How
many Bulldogs does Aunt Marge live? Question 5 out of 20 Where does bloated Aunt Marge float? To the ceiling of the dining room in the tree branch in the backyard down Privet Drive Up stairs question 6 of 20 How did Harry learn of Black's intention to kill Harry? Eavesdropping weasleys talk about this eavesdropping
Fudge saying Madame Rosmerta in Hogsmeade Reads about it in the Daily Prophet Fudge tells him question 7 out of 20 What is the best remedy after meeting the dementor? Chocolate Butterbeer Sunshine Cake Issue 8 out of 20 Who makes Hagrid replaced as a care for magical teacher creatures? Professor
Kettleburn Firenze Professor Grubbly-Plank Professor Diddlysprout The question is 9 out of 20 For which Hogwarts student does boggart become banshee? Seamus Finnigan Padma Pavarti Pavarti Patil Ron Weasley Question 10 out of 20 Who replaces the fat lady as keeper of Gryffindor Tower after sirius Black's first
attack? Sir Cadogan Felix Felicius Sir Lancelot Almost headless Nick question 11 of 20 What quidditch team Gryffindor plays when Harry sees a gloomy and then depends on the dementors? Hufflepuff Slytherin Ravenclaw himself to practice question 12 out of 20 How many secret passages are shown on the Marauder
map? Question 13 out of 20 Which model of the broom Harry sent an anonymous source? Firebolt Nimbus 2000 Cleansweep 7 Nimbus 2001 question 14 out of 20 How will Sirius Black enter Gryffindor Tower for the first time? He has a password to Gryffindor Tower and he walks right in with her. It slips like a dog after
some students. He cuts his way through a picture of the Fat Lady. He uses a secret passageway leading directly to the boys' dormitory. Question 15 of 20 Where did Harry, Ron and Hermione find the Scabbers on Hagrid after they believed he had been killed by the Crookshanks? In the milk jug in the barrel in Fang's
bed under the floorboards question 16 out of 20 Who was James Potter? Prongs Padfoot Wormtail Moony Question 17 of 20 What was the catalyst for Sirius to break out of Azkaban? He saw a photograph of Weasley in the Daily Prophet He overheard fage say that Harry was visiting Hogwarts, he felt he was going crazy
if he stayed in Azkaban for another day. He recognized Hagrid when he was sent to Azkaban. The question is 18 out of 20 How many muggles did Peter Pettigrew kill when he staged his own death? The question is 19 out of 20 How many hours in the past have Harry and Hermione traveled in an attempt to save Sirius
and Buckbeck? The question 20 out of 20, in which the office of Professor Sirius Black kept waiting for a kiss of the dementor? Professor Flitwick McGonagall Professor Lupin Professor Sprout Images: Refer to hsw Harry Potter and Prisoner of Azkaban is the third instalment in the Harry Potter series. Can you remember
what happens to Harry and the gang as they fight through the third year at Hogwarts? Test your knowledge by taking this quiz. TRIVIA Do you remember what these Harry Potter spells do? 6 min quiz 6 min TRIVIA There are over 200 Harry Potter characters - we'll be impressed if you can call 40! 7 min quiz 7 min
TRIVIA How well do you remember Harry Potter? 6 min quiz 6 min TRIVIA Harry Potter Trivia Challenge 6 minutes quiz 6 min TRIVIA 'Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows' quiz 5 min TRIVIA Only student Hogwarts can ace this Harry Potter Brainteaser quiz 6 minutes quiz 6 min TRIVIA Could you go through Harry
Potter School? 6 min quiz 6 min PERSONALITY Who would your Harry Potter Teacher be? 5 minute quiz 5 min PERSONALITY We can guess how many times have you read the Harry Potter series? 5 minute quiz 5 min PERSONALITY Who would your Harry Potter best friend be? 5 minutes quiz 5 min How much do
you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers a reliable, easy-to-understand explanation of how the world works. From hilarious quizzes that bring joy to your day to compelling photos and
fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, sometimes we ask you, but we always explore in the name of pleasure! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Play quizzes for free! Every week we send questions and personality tests to your inbox. By
clicking sign up, you agree with our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Image copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, System1 Company Where's Harry at the beginning of the film? FunTrivia Issues Films Harry Potter Prisoner of Azkaban This category for questions and answers and
funny facts related to the prisoner of Azkaban ., as asked by users of the FunTrivia.com. Related quiz can be found here: Prisoner of Azkaban. The quiz there are 144 questions on the topic. Last updated Oct 06 2020. 76 Who throws stones at Hagrid's hut so Harry, Ron and Hermione can leave? Answer: Hermione
Hermione from the future throws stones at a pot in Hagrid's hut, as well as against Harry's head. It is then that they see a party of executioners, a different way to Hagrid's hut. From the quiz: Prisoner of Azkaban 77 At the beginning of the term holiday, what does Dumbledore tell everyone at Hogwarts this year? Answer:
Dementor dementors are in Hogwarts to make sure Sirius Black does not go to school to harm students. Dementors guard all the entrances to the school. Of 78 Who was attacked by the Monster Books during Hagrid's lesson? Answer: Neville Longbottom Harry only had trouble with the book when he unbuttoned his belt
while holding it while he was in room 11 of Leaky Cauldron - he tried to bite him and then flooded under the bed, still trying to bite him. Draco Malfoy was the one who asked Hagrid in his snide manner how to open the book, and when Hagrid replied that you should pat them, he stroked his book and calmly opened it. In
the first film, they had a running gag in which Seamus continued to try to do magic, and he continued to blast in his face, but they stopped that in the second and third films. It was Neville Longbottom who released his book before he stroked his spine to have the book attack him, and it was some time before he could
stroke his spine and tame the book. From the quiz: Harry Potter 3 Part 2 79 What animal is The Crookshanks? Answer: Cat Cruickshanks - cat Hermione. He admits that Scabbers is not a rat, but metaphorically he is, but Peter Pettigrew. In the book, he helps Sirius try to catch him. In the film, he just peeves Ron. From
the quiz: I solemnly swear that I'm up to No Good 80 What does Hagrid suggest you do to take care of the magic creatures book to get it to open? Answer: Hagrid's spine stroke gives this advice to Draco before he is attacked. From the quiz: Azkaban Mania 81 Who said: It was good.? Answer: Hermione after Malfe's
discovery of gloating over The impending execution of Buckbeck, Hermione was so angry with him that she threatened him with a wand. Ron and Harry managed to convince her that it wasn't worth it, so she punched Malfoy in the nose. This line was delivered after Malfoy turned his tail and ran. From the quiz: Harry
Potter - Prisoner of Azkaban 82 What image is shown on the ceiling of the Great Hall when students had to sleep there? Answer: Galaxy You see the ceiling while Dumbledore and Snape go though the Great Hall. They talk when students are asleep. From the quiz: Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban 83 Hermione
has a pet cat. What's his name? Answer: Crookshanks She bought it with money that her parents gave her to buy an early birthday present. It's a red-haired cat. From the quiz: Prisoner of Azkaban 84 In the last scene, what gift does Harry receive anonymously (he doesn't mention who he came for)? Answer: Firebolt
Everyone who has read the book knows that he received Firebolt from his godfather, Sirius Black. But in the film, it's only hinted with a hippogrif pen included in the package. And Ron is never shown to get a Pig. From the quiz: Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban 85 I portrayed a master who was a director at
Hogwarts and warned students about dementors. Who am I? Answer: Michael Gambon Gambon takes on the role of Albus Dumbledore in Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban Richard Harris, who died in 2002 due to complications from Hodgkin's disease. Dumbledore had to accept that the dementors had to guard
the area in Hogwarts because Sirius Black escaped from Azkaban prison. After Black entered Hogwarts, Dumbledore ordered all school entrances to be closed. When Harry fell off the broom during the quidditch match, courtesy of the dementors. Dumbledore used his wand so Harry could levitate the ground.
Dumbledore suggested to Hermione that she use her Time Turner to go back in time to save Buckbie. Gambon portrayed characters in films such as Bride revisited, The Good Shepherd and the 2006 remake of Omen. From the quiz: Actors Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban 86 What is another name for a person
who can shape a shift? Answer: Animagus Sirius Black animagus in the film. Animagus is a person who forms shifts in an animal voluntarily. Professor McGonagall can shape the transition into a cat, while Peter Pettigrew can form a transition into a rat. From the quiz: Prisoner of Azkaban 87 Who tells Harry, Hermione
and Ron that the Fat Lady is missing? Answer: Jeannie was a bunch at the Gryffindor entrance and Ron thought it was because Neville had lost his password again, but Neville was on the ladder with them. That's when Jeannie told them the Fat Lady was missing. Dumbledore and Filch found her, and she told them that
Sirius Black had attacked her. From the quiz: Prisoner Azkaban 88 Which man is actually guilty of the crime that Sirius Black is accused of? Answer: Peter Peter Pettigrew (Timothy Spall) betrayed Harry's parents and informed Lord Voldemort of their whereabouts, which resulted in their murder. He also killed Muggles,
pretending to be his own death. Sirius Black (Gary Oldman) was wrongly convicted of these crimes and sent to Azkaban until he escaped for Harry's third year at Hogwarts. From the quiz: Something Angry... Prisoner of Azkaban 89 In Harry's first defense against the dark arts class they used boggart and then thought of
something funny. A funny thing happened to what Boggart had become. Boggart turned into a giant spider when Ron's turn was in the middle. What funny thing did a spider have? Answer: roller skates spider almost fell with roller skates on all eight legs. From the quiz: Azkaban 90 Who Volunteered Harry to be
Buckback's first approach? Answer: The whole class sign Alfonso Cuaron has the subtle humor that he displays throughout the film. With his back turned, Hagrid asks his class who would try to get close to Buckbeak, class in charge, backing up, leaving Harry alone and in front. Neville probably would have been with him
if it weren't for the fact that Neville dived and hid behind a huge rock in front of him. When Hagrid notices Harry stepped forward and he tells Harry to come forward and it is Ron who pushes him. Seeing as Hagrid already calls Harry forward before Ron pushes him forward, you can't say that Ron volunteered Harry. From
the quiz: Harry Potter 3 Part 2 91 Which part of Hogsmeade was not shown in the film? Answer: Secret passages of The zonco from Hogwarts are included in The Creek and Honeydukes. Sonco mentioned, though, is a joke shop that Fred and George love. From the quiz: I solemnly swear I'm up to no Good 92 When
Hermione say she's got Time-Turner? Answer: A first term ago without Time Turner, Harry and Hermione would not have been able to save Sirius or Buckbeak! From the quiz: Azkaban Mania 94 This actress played the role of Professor Trelawni in the film. She also won an Oscar for best screenplay in a film Sense and
Sensibility. Who is she? Answer: Emma Thompson Professor Trelawney is a nutty professor of Divination. She always predicts Harry's unlucky and sees Grima in his cup. From the quiz: Prisoner of Azkaban 95 The night the whole school slept in the Great Hall, what was the enchanted ceiling? Answer: Galaxies It was
strange, the ceiling of the Great Hall was fascinated to show and reflect the sky from the outside, but in the film, it showed galaxies and such. I doubt it can be seen in the night sky with the naked eye! From the quiz: Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban 96 I played the guy who Peter Pettigrew created to be the one
who everyone thought caused James and Lily Potter to die. Who am I? Answer: Gary Oldman Oldman, born 21 March 1958 in London, England, played the role of Sirius Black, the godfather of Harry Potter. Black came face-to-face with Peter Pettigrew in the film's climax and confronted him about how he framed him for
the deaths of James and Lily. During this time, Black was also reunited with Professor Lupin. Harry was embarrassed as he looked at Lupin as a mentor and wondered why he betrayed him when Lupin hugged Black. That was when Harry found out that Black was innocent and Pettigrew was the cause of his parents'
death. We also learned that Ron's rat, Scabbers, was actually Peter Pettigrew. Black nearly died at the end of the film, and it was courtesy of Patronus's spell that Arry survived. At the very end, Black sent Harry a very fast broom known as Firebolt. Oldman starred in the films Air Force One, Hannibal and The Fifth
Element. From the quiz: Actors Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban 97 Where is Hermione's blow to Draco Malfoy? Answer: Nose This occurs when Harry, Ron and Hermione are on their way down to Hagrid's hut. Draco and his friends laugh because Buckbeck is about to be executed. Hermione pulls out a wand
ready to cast a spell, but instead she hits him on the nose. From the quiz: Prisoner of Azkaban 98 Well, you would know all about madness Are you Remus? Answer: Sirius Black When Lupin breaks into The Scream Shack and stops Harry from killing Black, he says: Well, well Sirius, looking pretty ragged isn't it? Finally
the flesh reflects the madness inside. This is Black's answer, a reference to the fact that Lupin is a werewolf. From the quiz: Who said that? 'Harry Potter 3' quotes 99 Why couldn't Ron go with Harry and Hermione when they went back in time? Answer: He was in the hospital wing with a broken leg Sirius broke Ron's leg
when he dragged him into a tunnel under the willow. He couldn't walk properly, so he had to stay behind. From the quiz: Prisoner of Azkaban Azkaban prisoner of azkaban trivia questions. prisoner of azkaban trivia hard. harry potter and the prisoner of azkaban trivia. imdb prisoner of azkaban trivia. harry potter and the
prisoner of azkaban trivia quiz. harry potter and the prisoner of azkaban book trivia
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